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this concise history looks at Mexico from politi-

cal, economic, and cultural perspectives, portraying 

Mexico’s struggle to break out of the colonial past 

and assert its viability as a sovereign state in a com-

petitive world. in this third edition, Hamnett adds 

new material on Mexico’s regional and international 

roles as they have emerged in the twenty-irst cen-

tury, including membership of supra-national organ-

isations (including and moving beyond nAftA), the 

Mexican drug war between government oficials and 

gangs, and the immigration and border crises within 

the United states. He also discusses Mexico’s rela-

tionship to the outside world, particularly its efforts 

to broaden the range of political and commercial 

associations, especially with european countries, the 

rest of Latin America, and the Paciic rim through 

trade agreements with supra-national organisations.

brian r. hamnett is emeritus Professor in the 

Department of History at the University of essex. 

He has travelled and researched widely in Latin 

America, and in spain and Portugal. His most recent 

books are The End of Iberian Rule on the American 

Continent, 1770–1830 (Cambridge, 2017), and The 

Enlightenment in Iberia and Ibero-America, (2017).
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PrefACe to tHe  

tHirD eDition

the irst edition appeared in 1999 and the second in 

2006. there were substantial changes in the country 

between these two editions, notably the loss of power in 

2000 by the monopoly party, the Pri. there have been 

further, and perhaps more dramatic, changes from 2006 

to the present time. this alone requires fresh treatment 

and a revision of the opening and inal chapters of the 

second edition. At the same time, Mexico’s international 

and regional contexts have radically altered since 2006, 

including membership of supra-national organisations 

(beyond nAftA, that is), not least of which is the Paciic 

trade and investment Partnership (tPP) and the Paciic 

Alliance between Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and Chile, 

both in 2016. relations with the United states still 

remain central, nevertheless. Cross-border migration, 

although diminishing, continues to be an overriding issue 

between these two north American countries. Migration 

and the impact of nAftA on speciic regions in the UsA 

were both issues in the Us presidential elections of 2016. 

the extension of conlict with and between narcotraicante 

gangs has had international implications.

Chapter 1 needed rethinking, because the overall 

issues have changed since the irst and second editions, 

and my perspective has altered accordingly. i reafirm the 

original principle of this chapter, namely, that the book 

should begin with a discussion of what Mexico is like now.  
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Preface to the third edition

in 2012, the opposition party, the PAn, lost power and 

the Pri has been re-elected. We are now able to assess 

in retrospect the period of PAn supremacy, and what the 

return of the Pri might signify. the presidential election 

of 2018 is likely to have profound signiicance both inter-

nally and internationally.

on the whole, the existing text from Chapters 2–7 

stands as previously published. there have been a few 

detailed alterations, but the structure, periodisation, and 

exposition still remain valid. one commentator noted 

that i had failed to mention Mexico’s irst President, 

guadalupe Victoria (1824–9). this is easily remedied. 

the explanation was my attempt to spare the reader too 

many details of the complicated early political life of the 

new republic in Chapter 5 on the period of 1821–67.

As i was walking through the site of the pyramids of 

teotihuacan again a few months ago (for the irst time 

since 1966 during my irst visit to Mexico), i was struck 

by its immensity. i felt that i should say more than i have 

already (in the second edition) on the Pre-Columbian era. 

recent discoveries have placed the irst known cultures in 

Peru earlier than those in Mexico.

in the second edition, i particularly enjoyed construct-

ing and writing Chapter 9 regarding cultural develop-

ments. this topic was absent in the irst edition. in this 

third edition, i have transformed it into Chapter 8, put-

ting it before the two new inal chapters. these deal with 

Mexico’s experience after the year 2000. i felt it necessary 

to break up the discussion of politics and the economy, 

which had predominated until this point, and to bring 

cultural developments more fully into the body of the 

text, rather than left to the last, almost as an afterthought.  
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Preface to the third edition

in Chapters 9 and 10, my aim has been to present Mexico 

as a rapidly changing and dynamic north American society. 

More basic data has been included in these two chapters, 

giving a clearer picture of ordinary people’s lives: material 

on education, standard of living, the relationship between 

public and private sectors, infrastructure, and so on.

in the irst and second editions, i emphasised Mexican 

developments in relation to those in the United states, 

especially after the War of 1846–48. the position of 

Mexicans in the UsA remains a constant issue. in both 

the irst and second editions, i made a point of viewing 

territories north of the rio grande as part of Mexican 

history until 1848, rather than as Us territories which 

accidentally happened to have a Hispanic past. i continue 

to think that, despite Mexican attempts at diversiica-

tion, the particular relationship with the United states, 

although continually uncertain, is what distinguishes 

Mexico from the other Latin American countries, most 

especially, of course, the border issue.

While i have maintained that approach in the third 

edition, i have stressed here two points which mod-

ify this relationship: irst, the relative decline of the Us 

position in Latin America from the 2000s, and, second, 

the increasing importance of Latin American countries’ 

relationships with one another and their integration with 

supra-national organisations beyond the subcontinent, 

especially with regard to the Paciic rim and to Asiatic 

countries, not the least of which is China.

Parallel to the changes mentioned above, i have 

updated the Chronology and the bibliography.
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PrefACe to tHe  

seConD eDition

in the years since the publication of the irst edition, 

Mexican studies have continued to expand, as the addi-

tions to the bibliography clearly demonstrate. Mexico 

entered a new phase in its history, when in the presiden-

tial elections of July 2000, the electorate voted the Partido 

Revolucionario Institucional (Pri) out of power. Mexicans 

asked themselves in 2000 whether their country had inally 

become a working democracy, in which opposition parties 

gained national power and the institutions of federalism 

functioned effectively. High expectations of a reforming 

presidency gradually petered out in the subsequent years 

amid charges of empty rhetoric, unfulilled promises and 

political confusion. i have included a brief analysis of 

the fox Presidency of 2000–6 in a new Chapter 8. since  

i am a historian and not a ‘political scientist’, i make no 

predictions about either forthcoming election results or 

future developments in the country.

this second edition retains the structure, periodisation 

and themes of the irst. However, i have amended cer-

tain sections, particularly in Chapter 2, in the light of fur-

ther reading, and corrected a factual error in Chapter 4,  

which should never have appeared in the irst place. At 

the same time, i have removed several comments on the 

events of the later 1990s in Chapter 7, which seemed 

to be important at the time but which now do not. in 
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Preface to the second edition

retrospect, the irst edition seemed to lean too far in the 

direction of economic and political analysis. i have sought 

to correct the balance by including discussion in a new 

Chapter 9 on key aspects of Mexican cultural life, par-

ticularly literature and cinema. both of these have had 

considerable impact in the international community. this 

chapter also responds to comment received in conversa-

tion that Mexico irst struck the attention through its 

contemporary literature and cinema.

Mexican newspapers can be read on the internet. ‘Latin 

American newsletters: Latin American regional report –  

Mexico and nAftA’, published in London monthly,  

provides detailed information to english-language readers.

i am particularly grateful to Professor Valerie fraser, 

Department of Art History and theory, University of 

essex, and Curator of the University of essex Collection 

of Latin American Art, for assistance in selecting three 

images from the collection as fresh illustrations for this 

edition. similarly, i must thank Dr roderick McCrorie, 

Department of Mathematics, University of essex, for the 

use of his Private Collection of Mexican Lithographs.  

i received considerable help in the technology of picture 

transmission from belinda Waterman, secretary in the 

Department of History.
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PrefACe to tHe  

first eDition

research on Mexico is an exciting and fast-developing 

topic. Perspectives are repeatedly changing. Mexico, with 

a population around 95 million, forms part of the north 

American sub-continent. since the early sixteenth cen-

tury, it has been part of the Atlantic world that resulted 

from european expansion. before that time, Mexico 

was also part of a pre-Columbian world unknown to 

europeans. for that reason, the country has a complex 

multi-ethnic and multi-cultural pattern that continues to 

have an impact on contemporary events. nevertheless, 

anyone interested in Mexico quickly discovers that there 

are few things for the beginner to read. At the same time, 

those who perhaps might have returned from their irst 

visit to the country will frequently look in vain for a book 

which enables them to analyse what they have seen with 

any thematic coherence.

i irst went to Mexico as a research student in January 

1966. A great deal of my own history has been lived there 

since that time, and the country itself has in some respects 

changed beyond recognition. yet, at the same time, par-

ticularly in the provinces and the villages, and in general 

attitudes and assumptions, a great deal of the traditional 

outlook, for better or for worse, still persists.

Approaching Mexican history as i initially did from the 

geographical perspectives of the centre and south, the 
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Preface to the first edition

core zones of Mesoamerican civilisation, i was always con-

scious of the deeply rooted inheritance of the indigenous 

American past. My consciousness of the importance of the 

pre-Columbian era has grown over the years, particularly 

since the region i originally studied was oaxaca, the cen-

tre of Zapotec and Mixtec cultures and still a state with an 

indigenous majority. My specialisation then was the late 

colonial era. When i irst arrived in Mexico i came by sea 

from Cádiz after a long period of study in the Archive of 

the indies in seville. i sailed on a 6,000-ton spanish ship 

which took two and a half weeks to reach Veracruz by way 

of Venezuela, Puerto rico, and the Dominican republic. 

After the turbulent January winds across the gulf of 

Mexico, i certainly did not feel like a Conquistador when 

i irst arrived on Mexican soil. nevertheless, i had come 

to Mexico to study the colonial era, and bold decisions 

had to be made as to how to go about it. in the cities 

and towns of the central core of Mexico from Zacatecas 

(where the north begins) to oaxaca in the south, the rich-

ness of a colonial culture transforming from european to 

American can be immediately appreciated. Cities such as 

Puebla, tlaxcala, Querétaro, guanajuato, Morelia (then 

Valladolid), san Luis Potosí, Zacatecas and the capital 

itself all exhibit an architectural and artistic wealth com-

parable to european cities of the period. My experience 

as a ‘Mexicanist’ began that way. However, many other 

tendencies have emerged since then, the most recent 

being deepening interest in the north. readers will ind 

the north and the ‘far north’ (currently described in the 

UsA as the ‘American southwest’) abundantly present in 

the following pages.
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Preface to the first edition

this book adopts a number of signiicant positions. it 

does not start in 1821 with the independence of Mexico 

from the spanish empire. it does not assume that in his-

torical perspective Mexico should be deined as the trun-

cated political entity of the period after 1836–53, when 

the United states acquired half of Mexico’s claimed ter-

ritory. the approach is thematic as well as chronologi-

cal, allusive perhaps rather than all-inclusive. the book 

opens with a look at Mexico today and a few suggestions 

about how it came to be that way. After this, we shall then 

go back to the pre-Columbian era for the real historical 

beginning, and continue forwards from there through a 

combination of themes and chronology. the periodisa-

tion i have adopted corresponds more to contemporary 

reinterpretations of Mexican history than to traditional 

approaches.

in attempting a revised periodisation, i still found i 

had to compromise signiicantly. i had originally hoped 

to bridge the traditional historiographical divisions at 

independence (1810–21) and the revolution (1910–40)  

by a more radical periodisation: ‘Destabilisation and 

fragmentation, 1770 –1867’; ‘reconstruction, 1867 –1940’;  

and ‘the Monopoly Party, 1940–2000’. However, i still 

found that the dividing lines at 1810 and 1910 could 

not and should not be avoided. At the same time, i have 

compromised by placing these more traditional turning 

points within the context of my original broader sweeps. 

it seemed to me also that the collapse of the french 

intervention and with it Maximilian’s second empire in 

1867 represented a major turning point in the nineteenth 

century. this signiied the end of european attempts to 

recover control in Mexico and assured the survival of the 
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Preface to the first edition

sovereign state which had emerged from the War with 

the United states (1846–8). similarly, 1940 and 1970 

emerged as subsequent points of arrival and departure. 

the former initiated the period of consolidation of revo-

lutionary changes and provided a symbolic starting point 

for three decades of economic expansion and political 

stability; the latter opened the way for descent into three 

decades of political division and economic dislocation. 

these lines of demarcation are, of course, subject to crit-

icism and revision. i hope that the question of periodi-

sation will occupy part of the ongoing historical debate 

concerning the interpretation of Mexican (and Latin 

American) history.

Colleagues and friends in Mexico and elsewhere have 

contributed to this book, sometimes without realising it. 

Many rewarding conversations helped to give it shape. 

Dr Joseina Zoraída Vázquez (el Colegio de México) has 

been a continuous source of encouragement and support 

in many of my recent projects, and always a stimulat-

ing critic and discussant. Professor brian Connaughton 

(UAM – iztapalapa) has also been a great help in prob-

ing the problems and issues of latecolonial and nine-

teenth-century Mexican history, not only as a result of 

seminars at the UAM, but also in regular, three-hour 

breakfasts in Mexico City, which have ranged across 

the dynamics of Mexican culture. Dr bernardo garcía 

Martínez (el Colegio de México), author of an alterna-

tive concise history of Mexico, pressed home to me the 

dynamics of the north in a memorable conversation in 

a galician restaurant in Mexico City in March 1996, 

and thereby contributed decisively to my shift in per-

spective. Professor Paul Vanderwood (san Diego state 
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University), who has been a source of ideas and a good 

critic over two decades, gave me his hospitality in san 

Diego at a crucial stage of rethinking and writing early 

in January 1998. the libraries of the instituto José María 

Luis Mora and the Centro de estudios de Historia de 

México (ConDUMex) provided agreeable places of 

study. students and colleagues at the state University of 

new york at stony brook, strathclyde University, and 

essex University helped reine the ideas and interpre-

tations offered here. i am particularly grateful to xavier 

guzmán Urbiola and Carlos silva Cázares, in Mexico 

City, for their help in selecting the illustrations and maps 

which form a signiicant part of this work.

Preface to the first edition
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AbbreViAtions

APeC Asia Paciic economic Cooperation

briCs brazil, russia, india, China, south Africa

CiA Central intelligence Agency

CtM Confederación de trabajadores Mexicanos

DeA Drug enforcement Agency

fbi federal bureau of investigation

fstse federación de sindicatos de trabajadores al 
servicio del estado

gAtt general Agreement on tariffs and trade

MorenA Movimiento regeneracion nacional

nAftA north American free trade Agreement

oeCD organization for economic Cooperation and 
Development

oPeC organization of Petroleum-exporting 
Countries

PAn Partido de Acción nacional

PArM Partido Auténtico de la revolución Mexicana

PeMex Petroleos Mexicanos

PetrobrAs Petroleo brasileiro

Pri Partido revolucionario institucional

PrM Partido de la revolución Mexicana

UnAM Universidad nacional Autónoma de México

UnesCo United nations educational, scientiic and 
Cultural organization

Uns Unión nacional sinarquista
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CHronoLogy

2686–2125 bC egyptian old Kingdom

2600–2100 bC Caral pyramids and residence complex in supe 
Valley, Peru

2250–1400 bC farming villages in gulf Coast zone of 
tabasco

1500–950 bC early formative ‘olmec’ Period

1200–300 bC flourishing of ‘olmec’ culture

1400–850 bC tierras Largas and san José Mogote cultures 
in Valley of oaxaca

500–100 bC Late Pre-Classic Period in Valley of Mexico

300–100 bC Cuicuilco, largest centre in Valley of Mexico

200 bC–750 AD Moche culture in northern Peru

100–600 AD Maximum development of Monte Albán in 
central oaxaca

300–900 AD Classic Period in Valley of Mexico 
[teotihuacan, 150 bC–c700 AD]; Valley of 
oaxaca; Lowland Maya: 320–790 yaxchilán 
(Chiapas), 615–721 Palenque (Chiapas) at 
peak, 850–925 Uxmal (C. yucatán) at peak; el 
tajín (Veracruz), 100–1100 AD]

500–800 AD La Quemada (s. Zacatecas) at peak

600–900 AD Mixtec cultures in western oaxaca

650–1000 AD Huari empire in southern Peru

750–950 ‘time of troubles’ in central Mexico

800 and after Copper metallurgy in Meso-America, 
followed from 1200 by alloys with tin and 
silver

800–1170 toltec Period: tula a major center
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 Chronology

750–1100 Post-Classic Maya Period at Chichén itzá (n. 
yucatán) 9th century to end of 13th century, 
Primacy of Angkor Wat, Cambodia

1250–1450 Mayapan Confederation (n. yucatán)

1160–1522 Mixtec Kingdoms of western and southern 
oaxaca; later Zapotec cultures

1150–1250 Large-scale migrations, including the future 
‘Aztecs,’ mainly southward into central 
Mexico. nahua mercenaries settled in 
Chapultepec by 1250

1250–1400 Military rivalries among city-states in central 
Mexico

1350–1428 initial Aztec expansion

1370s tlatoani (supreme leader) rule with religious 
foundations established in the Valley of 
Mexico; dynastic control in the Aztec 
dominions from 1426

1418 Aztec defeat of texcoco

1428–1519 second phase of Aztec expansion: 1428, triple 
Alliance of tenochtitlan, tlatelolco, and 
texcoco

1430s onward expansion of the inca empire from Cuzco 
and southern Peru

1458–61 Moctezuma i’s successful campaign into the 
Mixteca

1502–20 Moctezuma ii

1516 Habsburg dynasty in spain: Charles i of spain 
becomes Holy roman emperor Charles V 
(1519–56)

1519 Hernán Cortés and spanish expedition arrive 
on coast of Veracruz

1521 fall of tenochtitlan to spanish and indian 
alliance: beginning of spanish rule from 
Mexico City

1524 Arrival of irst franciscans
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Chronology

1531 Juan Diego’s visions of the Virgin of guadalupe

1535–50 Antonio de Mendoza, irst Viceroy of new 
spain

1530s onward spanish Conquest of the inca empire

1556–98 Philip ii, King of spain and the indies

1572 Arrival of the Jesuits in new spain

1592 Viceroy Luis de Velasco the younger 
establishes the High Court of indian Justice

1615–35 Peak of Zacatecas silver production

1620s indian population down to an estimated 1.2 
million

c.1635–c.1675 Contraction of new spain’s mining economy

1640s–1750s Metropolitan weakness in the Americas

1647 inquisition imposes close censorship of 
scientiic works

c.1649–1714 Cristóbal de Villalpando: 1680s and 1690s, 
climax of new spain’s baroque painting

1651–95 sor Juana inés de la Cruz: baroque poetry and 
plays

1695–1768 Miguel Cabrera: late baroque painting

1670s–1790s recovery and lourishing of silver mining in 
new spain

1700 extinction of the Habsburg dynasty in spain. 
Accession of Philip V, irst of the spanish 
bourbon branch: 1701–15 War of the spanish 
succession

1759 Charles iii, King of spain and the indies

1765–71 oficial Visitation by José de gálvez: Minister 
of the indies, 1776–87

1767 expulsion of the Jesuits

1776 establishment of Commandancy general of 
the interior Provinces in the north

1789 Liberalisation of trade between spanish 
peninsular ports and new spain
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 Chronology

1808 Collapse of the spanish bourbon monarchy

1808–14 Peninsular War, following napoleonic 
invasion of spain and Portugal: spanish 
Cortes and irst constitutional system in spain 
and the empire, 1810–14

1810 16 september, outbreak of the Mexican 
insurrection for independence led by fr. 
Miguel Hidalgo, parish priest of Dolores 
(guanajuato)

1811 17 January, rout of Hidalgo and Allende’s 
insurgent forces at Puente de Calderón, near 
guadalajara

1811–15 fr. José María Morelos leads the  
insurgency

1812 Cádiz Constitution published in spain and 
throughout spanish-held America

1813 spanish Cortes abolishes the inquisition

1814 May, restoration of absolutism by ferdinand 
Vii and nulliication of Constitution

1814 october, Mexican insurgent Constitution of 
Apatzingán

1815 execution of Morelos. Vicente guerrero main 
rebel leader, 1815–21

1816 José fernández de Lizardi, El periquillo 
sarniento [The Mangy Parakeet]

1820 Military rebellion in spain restores the 1812 
Constitution and ends the irst absolutist 
rule of ferdinand Vii. second constitutional 
period in spain, 1820–3

1821 february 24, Plan of iguala between iturbide 
and guerrero, which eventually leads to 
iturbide’s entry into Mexico City on 21 
september, and the independence of Mexico. 
end of the Viceroyalty of new spain. 1822–3 
first Mexican empire

1822–3 first Mexican empire
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Chronology

1824 first federal Constitution. first federal 
republic, 1824–35: guadalupe Victoria, 
President, 1825–9

1836 secession of texas from Mexico as an 
independent republic

1846 April, outbreak of war between the United 
states and Mexico over the Us annexation of 
texas

1846 August, re-establishment of federalism. 
second federal republic, 1846–53

1846–52 Lucas Alamán, Historia de México (5 vols.)

1847–8 14 september 1847–12 June 1848, Us forces 
occupy Mexico City

1848 february, treaty of guadalupe Hidalgo: 
Mexico loses Upper California and new 
Mexico to the UsA

1854 March, revolution of Ayutla brings down 
santa Anna in August 1855

1855–76 Liberal reform era

1857 second federal Constitution

1857 July, reform Laws

1858–61 Civil War of the reform

1858–72 benito Juárez, Liberal President

1861–2 December–April, tripartite intervention by 
great britain, spain and france

1861–7 April 1862–february 1867, french 
intervention

1863–7 second Mexican empire: April 1864, arrival of 
Maximilian and Carlota

1867 19 June, execution of Maximilian and 
Conservative generals Miramón and Mejía at 
Querétaro

1867–6 restored republic

1876–7 rebellion of tuxtepec and accession of 
general Poririo Díaz to power
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 Chronology

1880 Mexican railroad system linked to Us through 
el Paso (texas)

1884–1911 Personal rule of Díaz – seven re-elections

1889–91 Manuel Payno, Los bandidos de Río Frío

1893–1911 Limantour, finance Minister

1897 José María Velasco (1840–1912) paints ‘the 
Pico de orizaba’

1903 federico gamboa, Santa

1906–12 Ateneo de la Juventud

1907 recession in the UsA hits the Mexican 
economy

1910–25 Mexico a major oil producer

1910–11 first phase of the Mexican revolution 
overthrows Díaz and secures election 
of francisco i. Madero as President  
(1911–13)

1913 february, Assassination of Madero and Vice-
President, Pino suárez

1913–16 second Phase of the Mexican revolution: 
success of Carranza and obregón; defeat and 
marginalisation of Villa and Zapata

1915 Mariano Azuela, Los de abajo [The Underdogs]

1917 third federal Constitution (continuously in 
force to date)

1920s–40s Main Period of Mural-Painting in Public 
buildings by Diego rivera (1886–1957), José 
Clemente orozco (1883–1949), and David 
Alfaro siqueiros (1896–1974)

1924–34 supremacy (‘Maximato’) of Calles

1925 José Vasconcelos, La raza cósmica [The Cosmic 
Race]

1926–9 Cristero rebellion

1929 electoral defeat of Vasconcelos

1929 Martín Luis guzmán, La sombra del caudillo 
[The Chieftain’s Shadow]
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Chronology

1929–33 impact of the great Depression

1934–40 Lázaro Cárdenas, President

1938 18 March, nationalisation of the Petroleum 
industry

1940s–late 1960s economic expansion: Mexican becomes 
predominantly urban

1946 Prior oficial parties, Pnr (1929–38) and 
PrM (1938–46), transformed into Pri, which 
holds power until 2000

1947 Agustín yáñez, Al ilo del agua [The Brink of the 
Storm]

1950 octavo Paz, El laberinto de la soledad [The 
Labyrinth of Solitude]

1953 Juan rulfo, El llano en llamas [The Plain in 
Flames]

1955 Juan rulfo, Pedro Páramo

1958 Carlos fuentes, La región más transparente [The 
Clearest Region]

1962 Carlos fuentes, La muerte de Artemio Cruz 
[The Death of Artemio Cruz]

1968 repression of the Protest Movements in 
Mexico City on the eve of the olympic 
games

1970s–90s economic dificulties, despite oil boom of 
1977–81

1975 Carlos fuentes, Terra Nostra [Our Land]

1982 beginning of long Debt Crisis

1987 fernando del Paso, Noticias del Imperio [News 
from the Empire]

1991 Death of painter, ruino tamayo (b. 1899)

1993 february, re-establishment of diplomatic 
relations between Mexico and the Holy see, 
ruptured in 1867. five papal visits by John 
Paul ii, 1979–2002. Canonisation of the 
Cristero Martyrs in 2000
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 Chronology

1993 Mexico joins the Asia Paciic economic 
Cooperation group, including China, Peru, 
Chile and 17 other Paciic rim states

1994 1 January, north American free trade Area 
comes into effect

1995 Mexico joins oeCD

2000 July, electoral defeat of the Pri and victory 
of opposition candidate, Vicente fox for 
the PAn

2003 June. PAn losses in mid-term congressional 
elections. Pri and PrD gains

2004 Declining crude oil production continues 
through the following years

2005–6 Authorisation for foreign companies to 
operate in offshore oil-ields

2006 July, Presidential election: narrow win by 
felipe Calderón for the PAn

2008–10 impact of Us recession felt in Mexico

2009 June. Crushing defeats for PAn in mid-term 
elections. Pri gains

2010 May. Calderón on state Visit in Washington 
criticises high drug consumption and loose 
gun control in the UsA, pointing to their 
consequences in Mexico, and objects to 
Arizona’s criminalisation of illegal cross-
border migrants

2011 foreign companies enter energy sector as 
sub-contractors

2012 June, Mexico hosts seventh Meeting of g-20 
in Los Cabos

2012 June, Paciic Alliance concluded between 
Chile, Peru, Colombia and Mexico

2012 Pri regains power in the Presidential 
election: enrique Peña nieto President until 
the next election in 2018
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Chronology

2013 february, Peña nieto’s education reform 
policy

2013 April, Peña nieto visits China, Hong Kong 
and singapore. xi Jinping to Mexico in June

2013 August, Peña nieto’s reform Package for the 
energy sector

2015 June, Losses for all three main parties in mid-
term elections, but disaster for PrD

2015 october, trans-Paciic Partnership 
(tPP) concluded in Atlanta with Mexican 
membership

2016 June, Pri losses in state government and 
municipal elections. Pri loses state of 
Veracruz for the irst time

2017 June, Pri retains governorship of state of 
Mexico

2017 16–20 August, renegotiation of the nAftA 
begins in Washington, D.C.

2017 7, 19, 23 september, A series of severe 
earthquakes with aftershocks struck central 
and southern Mexico

2018 16 february, earthquake at 7.2 on the richter 
scale with its epicentre off the oaxaca coast

2018 1 July, the Presidential election result was:

  the defeat of the two main parties suggests 
the possibility of a new departure in politics

2018 1 December, new President takes ofice

Andrés López 
obrador 
(MorenA)

53.19% 30,113,483

ricardo Anaya 
(PAn)

22.28% 12,610,120

José Antonio 
Meade (Pri)

16.41% 9,289,853
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